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Introduction: In response to concerns that some aspects of the heart 

allocation system may be construed as unfair to the sickest patients 

(particularly the payback system), and also because of marked changes in the 

proportion of patients being transplanted from the urgent list, this group was 

assembled to review heart allocation policies. Two teleconferences in July 

and Sept were held to discuss these issues.  
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Underlying Principle of Heart Allocation: The following statement was 

agreed: ‘The principle aim of donor heart allocation is to improve survival in 

selected patients with advanced heart failure prioritising the sickest patients at 

greatest risk of dying, while ensuring risk of transplantation is within 

acceptable limits’. 

Increased rates of patients being transplanted from the urgent list as 

opposed to non-urgent list. In 2011/12 56% of heart transplants were 

performed from the urgent list compared with 28% in 2006/7. The working 

group were in favour of the increased use of the urgent system as it prioritises 

the sickest patients. Furthermore, data presented by Dr Banner (Harefield) 

showed that urgent patients transplanted without a VAD had a one year 

survival of 88%, compared to non-urgent patients with no VAD of 79% (data 

from 2007-12). This suggests that urgent transplant outcomes are at least as 

good as non-urgent transplants. Furthermore, deaths on the transplant waiting 

list have fallen over recent years (17 for 2007/8 compared with 8 for 2011/2). 

This however, does not mean that fewer patients now require transplantation, 

as there has been a corresponding large increase in patients dying with 

ventricular assist devices who have either never been on the list (implanted as 

a bridge to decision) or were on the list at some stage in their clinical course.  

Criteria for Urgent Listing; A New ‘Super’ Urgent Category: The urgent 

criteria currently used were reviewed in detail. It was felt that they were too 

complicated and needed to be simplified. Also, as the urgent list has 

increased in size recently, and could increase further in the future it was 

agreed that there should stratification within the urgent system for a ‘super’ 

urgent category. It was estimated based on data provided by Rhiannon Taylor 
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that this should account for approximately 30% of the total urgent list. Organ 

allocation to the super urgent list will work in the same fashion as currently for 

the urgent list – a donor heart will be offered to the national super urgent 

patients based on time on the waiting list, though preference will be 

maintained to a super urgent recipient within the allocation zone of a donor 

heart.  If there are no suitable super urgents, it will be offered to urgently listed 

patients in the same manner as is current practice. There will be ongoing 

audit of the listing criteria used and the percentage of patients being super 

urgently listed, and time spent on the super urgent, urgent and standard lists. 

If the super urgent list became too long then these criteria would need to be 

revised as then it would have failed its purpose – to provide a means of 

transplanting the sickest patients in a suitable timeframe. The criteria do not 

specify which patients are too high risk for transplantation: this is the 

responsibility of the transplanting centre to ensure that the risk profile of 

recipients is acceptable.   

a. Criteria for Urgent Listing:  1) Inpatient dependent on 

intravenous inotropes. Inotropes cannot be discontinued without 

grave risk of harm to patient; 2) Other: exceptional cases to be 

discussed with Chair of CTAG 

b. Criteria for Super Urgent Listing: 1) Patients on short term 

mechanical circulatory support which includes short term 

ventricular assist devices, ECMO and intra-aortic balloon pump. 

2) A patient meeting criteria for urgent listing that is not suitable 

for a long term left ventricular assist device (after discussion with 
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Chair of CTAG). 3) Other: exceptional cases to be discussed 

with Chair of CTAG 

c. Criteria for Urgent Listing of Long Term VAD patients: 1) Right 

ventricular failure dependent on intravenous inotropes; 2) 

Recurrent systemic infection (does not have to be inpatient); 3) 

Other VAD issues including recurrent or refractory VAD 

thrombosis to be discussed with Chair of CTAG (does not have 

to be inpatient). 

There will be weekly updates of each patient on the urgent or super 

urgent lists. This will consist of the criteria for listing, though extra 

clinical data will not be collected as this was felt to be overly 

burdensome on transplant centres.  

Paediatric recipients are currently offered smaller hearts if no 

patient on the urgent list is suitable in preference to local zones. 

This will continue.  

 

Payback System: Data were also presented to the group on the reasons for 

payback – a majority of hearts were paid back either to an urgent heart 

elsewhere or because there was no suitable heart recipient in the zone of 

origin. Overall the majority felt that as there is no limit to the amount of hearts 

that can be urgently listed and that payback does not have to occur with the 

next available heart, that this system is now largely redundant. It may also be 

perceived as favouring centres as opposed to the sickest patients. For these 

reasons it was agreed to stop the payback system. There will be ongoing 

audit to determine the reasons that hearts are exported from zones of origin.   
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Blood type ‘O’: This has been dealt with recently by CTAG. Audit data 

provided by Helen Thomas shows that 96% of non urgent ‘O’ hearts go to ‘O’ 

recipients. Only 78% of ‘O’ hearts go to ‘O’ recipients from the urgent list 

however. To try and redress this particular imbalance it was recommended 

that blood type ‘O’ hearts be offered first to urgently listed ‘O’ recipients before 

other blood types.  

 

Allocation of non urgent hearts. It was felt that there should be no specific 

criteria detailed for allocation of non urgent hearts. It was the responsibility of 

local centres to ensure that when a potential heart offer was made, and if 

there were 2 or more potential recipients that the sickest patient with an 

acceptable risk profile was transplanted.  

 

Size Ranges: It was recommended that for each urgent patient that a size 

range be stated of no more than 10% smaller for height, and 20% smaller for 

weight. This is to reduce unnecessary time delays offering hearts to centres 

with patients who are outside of these limits.  

 

Report to CTAG, preliminary and final.  This preliminary report is to be 

reported to the CTAG meeting of September 19th, and thereafter a final report 

produced incorporating feedback. After 1-2 years it is suggested that we 

review the progress of these changes, with a view to a further report and 

possible academic journal article.  

 


